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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Bedrock Learning to Debut Online Security Course at Electronic Security Expo (ESX) 

May 19, 2011 - Bedrock Learning, the preferred connected home and commercial training provider, has 
announced it will debut its new Online Security Course at ESX (booth #1213), June 6-10, 2011 at the Charlotte 
Convention Center in Charlotte, N.C. 

The Bedrock Learning much awaited Security and Access Control online course aligns with all of Bedrock’s vendor-
neutral courses on installed digital technologies. This comprehensive course covers key principles of security 
detection and protection systems in detail, including wiring, contacts and sensors, components, fire and safety 
protection devices, control options and user interfaces. Access control methods presented include doors and 
gates, along with locking mechanisms, control options and user interfaces. The steps for design and installation are 
covered with discussion of programming, testing, and troubleshooting for both security and access control 
projects. 

The educational course is divided into 14 sections; each ends with a quiz, and a comprehensive test at the end of 
the course allows students to demonstrate their new found knowledge of security and access control systems. 
Upon successful completion of the course, students receive a Certificate of Completion and are prepared for 
hands-on, product specific training by manufacturers or on a job site. 
 
The eight-hour Security and Access Control online course retail price is $149 and $199 with a full-color printed 
course guide.  
 
Bedrock Learning will also promote its full line of online courses including Home Networking, Structured Wiring, 
Multi-Room Audio, Home Theater, Lighting Control and Project Management, as well as business support tools at 
ESX. 
 
ESX expectations are high as early registrations are reported at an all-time high; better than doubling the 
registration rate at this time last year. The event is owned and sponsored by the Electronic Security Association 
(ESA) and Central Station Alarm Association (CSAA). Nearly 50 educational sessions, various networking 
opportunities and the largest expo hall, exclusively for security integration and monitoring companies in the nation 
will be integrated into the show. 
 
To learn more about the Security and Access course or any of Bedrock Learning’s other training offerings, visit 
www.bedrocklearning.com or call 616.355.1418. For more information on ESX, visit www.esxweb.com . 
 
About Bedrock Learning 
Bedrock Learning solves your training needs with online curriculum for the connected home industry. Developed 
by industry experts, courses deliver the principles of technology systems in the home: Structured Wiring, Multi-
Room Audio, Home Theater, Lighting Control and Home Networking.  Online courses are convenient and available 
24/7, allowing students to work at their own pace. Installers, salespeople, customer support and other 
professionals learn while quizzes/final tests provide knowledge verification. For over 20 years, companies have 
come to rely on Bedrock Learning because of student success and their ability to help drive business performance. 
Visit www.bedrocklearning.com or call 616.355.1418 to explore the possibilities. 
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